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Independent community for business process management professionals
Looking for new bloggers!
Reint Jan Holterman | BPM Leader
The BPM Leader community is growing at a fast rate, making it the largest
independent community for business process management (BPM)
professionals worldwide. So far, about 60 bloggers have already registered
themselves, sharing their first-hand experiences in BPM projects, their
best-practices and their vision on how the BPM market should develop.

Follow us
Twitter
LinkedIn
Facebook

Join us now!
If you also have an opinion on BPM, BPO, Lean or Case Management and
want to share that with your peers, you can join us as blogger. Becoming a
blogger on BPM Leader is fun and easy-to-do, it helps your peers and
increases your exposure within the BPM community.
As strictly independent knowledge sharing platform, BPM Leader brings
together over 8,000 BPM professionals, bloggers, industry experts, users,
vendors, consultants and analysts, covering the latest insights, ideas and
opinions on Business Process Management, Workflow, Lean Six Sigma and
related domains.
Join us now as blogger!

Inside the Process Multiverse
Sanooj Kutty | The Information Manager
As a child growing up in the UAE, I remember a distant relative visiting us
and educating my dad about sending money home to his parents in India
through him and his “contacts” and that dad would get a better exchange
rate. Obviously … Read more

BPM – What Do All These People Do?
Kevin Feldhus | Perficient Inc.
The other day while sitting in traffic, I began to wonder what all those
people on this crowded highway, standing in line at airport security or
waiting in line at Starbucks, do for a living? It is safe to say; they probably
use and interact with … Read more

Outsourcing Cartoon of the Week: Resolve
Matthew Heffron | Sourcing Sage
Every week a new outsourcing cartoon.
This week’s cartoon is about: Resolve.
Read more

Thoughts on BPM Strategy
Anders Bang Christoffersen | Danish Defence
Strategy without tactics is the slowest route to victory. Tactics without
strategy is the noise before defeat. (Sun-Tzu) Throughout the years a lot
BPM initiatives have appeared, and only some of them successful. One of
the main reasons for … Read more

Solution spotlight
AgilePoint –
AgilePoint BPMS

The real problem of BPM
Alberto del Rio | Decide
How to obtain a process definition? Before establishing a business process
in a complex organization can be successful, we will have to overcome
many obstacles. Especially if our intention is to initiate or adopt a BPM …
Read more

12 Important Questions When Starting BPM Projects
Janne Ohtonen | Business Coach
Starting a business process management project and choosing the right
BPMS system can be a quite tricky thing to do, especially if your
organization does not have experience on it. There are several ways to
start BPM projects and there … Read more

BPM in Creative Environments
Murray Oles | Chalex
Business process management between systems is an orchestration of
information flows that is defined by a workflow model, and is similar to an
orchestra music score in its’ clarity of direction. BPM applied to human
workflows is more like choreography … Read more

Outsourcing Cartoon of the Week: COLA
Matthew Heffron | Sourcing Sage
Every week a new outsourcing cartoon.
This week’s cartoon is about: COLA.
Read more

5 Success Factors for Business Process Outsourcing
Reint Jan Holterman | BPM Leader
The market for Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) is growing, and it is
growing fast. Global revenues for business process outsourcing in 2011
represented around 60 billion USD, with India taking the lion’s share out of
this with approx 35%. It’s … Read more

BPM Change – Getting Colleagues to Come Along
Jaisundar V | Bouncing Thoughts
Organizational change in any form, evokes much the same feeling you
have when you are on a diving board looking down at the cold water
below. Although you know it will all be fine in under 20 seconds after
you’ve … Read more
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